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In every company, there are plenty of challenges to be faced on a day-to-day basis, in fact, how a
company faces up to challenges and overcome them determines the success of an organization.
We are at a stage where every organization is valuing its workforce as its biggest asset. It is natural
for organizations to feel panicky in case of a workforce issue; this is where Staffing Services come
in to the picture. Letâ€™s look at some of the present day challenges that the workforce could bring and
how to tackle them with the help of staffing agencies.

Management of Dynamic Workloads

Companies have seasonal workloads wherein they have predictable changes in the volume of work
that comes in. The prediction is of course based on previous yearâ€™s data and other variables taken
into consideration. To keep with the predictions, companies hire accordingly, however when the
projections fall short and youâ€™re in dire need of temps on short notice, staffing services can solve the
problem by bringing in the workforce required whilst keeping the existing workforce lean and flexible.

High Cost of Labor 

Labor costs are at an all-time high and is one of the biggest spending areas for organizations. The
cost of hiring and maintenance through Human Resources and the actual cost of bearing salaries
and providing benefits are the costs borne by the company. A staffing service can pitch-in by two
ways.

Convert Fixated costs into Variable or Avoidable costs - When you take in to consideration of the
unproductive hours, benefits, insurance that are associated with regular full-time employees, it is
advisable to bring in temporary employees for your noncore-competencies. It means no work- no
pay.

Reduce or eliminate overtime costs- use the temporary workforce to cover for increase in the
volume of work so you donâ€™t have to shell out the money to pay for extensions and extra working
days.	

Specialized Services

This is a grey area for many companies as they fail to land the right employee with a specific skill-
set. Staffing Services use their wide scope to find, screen and test individuals with specific
expertise. They also shorten the time-to-hire process which saves a substantial amount of paid HR
time and provide temporary access to highly-skilled individuals.
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